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This volume contains the standardized plans for family housing that have been identified from the second period of standardization. Plan numbers that begin with OQ-, NCO-, or HSQ- have been assigned by the author, the remainder are official Army designations called "Regular Numbers" and "Special Numbers". "Plan Type" lists the type of quarters (officer's quarters - double set, non-commissioned officer's quarters - triple set, etc.), its size, and the building material assigned to that number. "Basic Unit" relates the plan number to the Plan Analysis in Volume I. "Known Locations" lists those Army posts where the plan was known or planned to have been built but it is by no means a complete listing of the locations where a particular design was built.
PLA N No: OQ-47, Official No. 7

PLAN TYPE: Officer's Quarters, single set
2 stories

DATE: 1899

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Egmont Key, Florida, 1899

COMMENTS: Issued by the Department of the Gulf.
OQ-47 and NCO-8 are good examples of both methods
of distinguishing an officer's grade. The first
floor plans are basically the same but the room
sizes in the officer's quarters are larger. In
addition, the officer's quarters has a second
story to accommodate the additional space given
to
commissioned officer versus a non-commissioned
officer.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 92 - Blue Print File
Atlanta, Georgia #8
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: OQ-45

PLAN TYPE: Officer's Quarters, single set
2 stories + cellar + attic

DATE: 1891

BASIC UNIT: Q

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Greble, Rhode Island, 1900
Ft. Rodman, Massachusetts, 1891

COMMENTS: The plan organization is similar to Regular
No. 3, but the elevations have different
characters.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS- Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 92 - Post and Reservation File
Ft. Greble, Rhode Island #2
1 of 6- #2 (7)
2 of 6- #2 (6)
3 of 6- #2 (5)
4 of 6- #2 (1)
5 of 6- #2 (2)
6 of 6- #2 (3)
PLANS No: OQ-46

PLAN TYPE: Officer's Quarters, single set
2 stories

DATE: 1893

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Benicia Barracks, California, 1893

COMMENTS: Issued by the Department of California.
No floor plan was found for this design, only the front and a side elevation.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS- Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 92 - Blue Print File
Benicia Barracks, California #3
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: NCO-7

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Staff Quarters, single set
2 stories

DATE: ca. 1890

BASIC UNIT: Related to C,L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Camp Sheridan, Wyoming, ca. 1890

COMMENTS: Issued by the Department of the Dakota

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS- Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 393 - Posts, Camp Sheridan #18
1 of 2 - #18 (2)
2 of 2 - #18 (1)
PLAN No: NCO-8, Official No. 6

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officer's Quarters, single set 1 story

DATE: 1899

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Fremont, South Carolina, 1899

COMMENTS: Issued by the Department of the Gulf. QQ-47 and NCO-8 are good examples of both methods of distinguishing an officer's grade. The first floor plans are basically the same but the room sizes in the officer's quarters are larger. In addition, the officer's quarters has a second story to accommodate the additional space given to commissioned officer versus a non-commissioned officer.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS- Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77 - Misc Fortifications File
Ft. Fremont, SC #19
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No:  2

PLAN TYPE:  Officer's Quarters, double set
            3 stories + basement
            Brick

DATE:  Unknown

BASIC UNIT:  --

KNOWN LOCATIONS:  --

COMMENTS:  Drawings missing from files.
            See Appendix B for electrostatic photos of
            possible examples of this design.
PLAN No: 3

PLAN TYPE: Field Officer's Quarters
3 story + basement

DATE: ca. 1890

BASIC UNIT: Q

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. McPherson

COMMENTS: Sheet No. 1 is dated 1890 (for Ft. McPherson). The other sheets are dated April 1891.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #3
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No:  4

PLAN TYPE:  Officer's Quarters, single set
            3 stories + basement
            Brick

DATE:  Unknown

BASIC UNIT:  --

KNOWN LOCATIONS:  --

COMMENTS:  Drawings missing from files.
            See Appendix B for electrostatic photos of possible examples of this design.
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 5

PLAN TYPE: Company Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Drawings missing from files.
See Appendix B for electrostatic photos of possible examples of this design.
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 6

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officer's Quarters
2 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: April 1891

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Schuyler, New York
Ft. McHenry, Maryland

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #6
PLAN No: 8

PLAN TYPE: Company Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Drawings missing from files.
See Appendix B for electrostatic photos of possible examples of this design.
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 10

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: n.d.

BASIC UNIT: H

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Myer, Virginia
Davids Island (Ft. Slocum), New York
Ft. McPherson, Georgia
Ft. Thomas (Newport), Kentucky

COMMENTS: The second and third floor plans are missing from the files.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #10
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 14

PLAN TYPE: Employees Quarters, double set
2 stories
Brick

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Drawings missing from files.
See Appendix B for electrostatic photos of possible examples of this design.
PLAN No: 15

PLAN TYPE: Field Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: n.d.

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #15
First Story Plan  
Field Officers' Quarters  
OM 60
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 17

PLAN TYPE: Officer's Quarters, single set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: January 1892

BASIC UNIT: R

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. HM-19 E. 411- #17
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 20 or 20-A

PLAN TYPE: Officer's Quarters, single set
            3 stories + cellar
            Brick

DATE: May 1891

BASIC UNIT: R

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
    RG 77– P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #20 or 20-A
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 21

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officer's Quarters, single set 2 stories + cellar
Brick and frame

DATE: n.d.

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #21
PLAN No: 23

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Brick and frame

DATE: June 1891

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Sam Houston, Texas
Ft. Myer, Virginia
Ft. Monroe, Virginia
Ft. Logan, Colorado
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #23
PLAN No: 23-A

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Brick and frame

DATE: April 1893

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #23-A
PLAN No: 28

PLAN TYPE: Company Officer's Quarters, double set
3 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: September 1891

BASIC UNIT: Possibly Ft. Sam Houston, Texas.

KNOWN LOCATIONS:

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #28
PLAN No: 45

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: 1892/1893

BASIC UNIT: H

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Columbus Barracks, Ohio
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Madison Barracks, New York
Plattsburg Barracks, New York
Ft. Columbus (Governors Island), New York
Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont
West Point, New York

COMMENTS: The plan was again corrected in 1894. There are minor differences in the second floor between the 1892 and 1893 designs. There is no seat/closet in the reception hall of the 1894 design.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #45
PLAN No: 45-A
PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick
DATE: 1892
BASIC UNIT: H
KNOWN LOCATIONS: --
COMMENTS: Plan like #45-1892.
DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #45-A
PLAN No: 45-B

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: 1892

BASIC UNIT: H

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Plan like #45-1892.

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411-#45-B
PLAN No: 45-C

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: 1892

BASIC UNIT: H

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Omaha (Brooke), Nebraska

COMMENTS: Plan basically like #45-B.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #45-C
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 69

PLAN TYPE: Commanding Officer's Quarters
            3 stories + basement
            Brick

DATE: ca. 1892

BASIC UNIT: Related to K

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Davids Island, New York

COMMENTS: Drawings missing from file, however, a file at NARS- Military History Branch lists Davids Island as having Commanding Officer's Quarters built from QMGO #69 (RG 92 E. 1061). A photo, located at NARS- Still Photos Division (RG 92-F-19-3) from Davids Island shows a Commanding Officer's Quarters, included here as #69. This building is similar to several buildings at Ft. Sheridan, Illinois designed by Holabird and Roche. The plan used to illustrate this design is one of Holabird and Roche's designs for Ft. Sheridan which generally matches the quarters illustrated at Davids Island.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77 - Misc Fortifications File
Ft. Sheridan, IL #9
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No:  82

PLAN TYPE:  Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE:  April 1883

BASIC UNIT:  F

KNOWN LOCATIONS:  Ft. Wm. Henry Harrison, Montana
Washington Barracks (Ft. McNair), D.C.
Madison Barracks, New York
Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont
Ft. Logan A. Roots, Arkansas
Ft. Myer, Virginia
Columbus Barracks, Ohio
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Ft. Omaha, Nebraska

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE:  NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19  E. 411- #82
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 62-A

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: April 1896

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Hamilton, New York
Ft. Porter, New York
Ft. Wayne, Michigan
Ft. Brady, Michigan
Ft. Columbus (Governors Island), New York
Ft. Wm. Henry Harrison, Montana
Spokane, Washington State

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- 682-A
PLANN No: 82-B

PLANT TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Frame

DATE: March 1989

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Lawson, Seattle, Washington State

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-B
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 82-C

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories
Frame

DATE: April 1898

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Flagler, Washington
Ft. Greble, Rhode Island
Ft. Mott, New Jersey
Ft. Winthrop, Massachusetts
Plum Island (Ft. Terry), New York
Ft. Morgan, Alabama
Ft. Stevens, Oregon
Ft. Point (Ft. San Jacuto), Texas
Tybee Island, Georgia
Ft. Michie, New York

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #82-C
PLAN No: 82-D

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: July 1899

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Abraham Lincoln, North Dakota
Ft. Ontario, New York
Ft. Schuyler, New York

COMMENTS: Corrected in 1905 and 1906.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-D
PLAN No: 82-E

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set 2 stories + cellar
Frame

DATE: June 1898

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Miley, California

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-E
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 82-F

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers’ Quarters, double set 2 stories, Frame

DATE: March 1900

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-F
PLAN No: 82-G

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Stone

DATE: January 1901

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Meade, South Dakota

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-G
PLAN No: 82-H

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers’ Quarters, double set 2 stories + cellar
Frame

DATE: June 1898

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-H
PLAN No: 82-K

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: July 1907

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Plans corrected 7/1908 and 9/1908.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-K
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 82-L

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set 2 stories + cellar
Frame

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- 82-L
PLAN No: 82-M

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories
Stucco on frame

DATE: February 1909

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #82-M
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 82-N

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Stucco on frame

DATE: August 1909

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Andrews, Massachusetts

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #82-N
PLAN No: 82-P

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: January 1910

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. D.A. Russell, Wyoming

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 92- Blue Print File, #51- 2 sheets
PLAN No: 82-T

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set 2 stories + cellar

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Drawings missing from files.
PLAN No: 85

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: May 1905

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #85
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 85-B

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, triple set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: May 1904

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Omaha, Nebraska

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19  E. 411- #85-B
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 85-C

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, double set 2 stories + cellar
           Brick

DATE: November 1907

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Bayard, New Mexico
                 Ft. Monroe, Virginia

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                RG 77- P.I. NM-19  E. 411- #85-C
FLAN No:  #85-D

PLAN TYPE:  Noncommissioned Officers' Quarters, double set
  2 stories + cellar
  Brick

DATE:  March 1910

BASIC UNIT:  F

KNOWN LOCATIONS:  Ft. Monroe, Virginia

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE:  NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch.
  RG 77- P.I. NM-19  E. 411- #85-D
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 87

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: November 1893

BASIC UNIT: P

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Winfield Scott (Presidio), California

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87
PLAN No:  87-A

PLAN TYPE:  Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
            2 stories + basement
            Brick

DATE:  July 1894

BASIC UNIT:  P

KNOWN LOCATIONS:  Ft. Logan A. Roots, Arkansas (as HSQ)
                  Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont
                  Ft. Wm Henry Harrison, Montana
                  Ft. Keogh, Montana
                  Ft. Myer, Virginia (with addition)
                  Ft. Ontario

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE:  NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                 RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87-A
PLAN No: 87-A (revised)

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: October 1894

BASIC UNIT: P

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Snelling, Minnesota
Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont (as HSQ)
Key West Barracks, Florida (as HSQ)

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- f87-A (revised)
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 87-B

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: October 1894

BASIC UNIT: P

KNOWN LOCATIONS: St. Francis Barracks, Louisiana

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- 87-B
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 87-C

PLAN TYPE: Hospital Stewards' Quarters, single set
2 stories
frame

DATE: April 1898

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Flagler, Washington State
Ft. Gaines, Alabama
Ft. Greble, Rhode Island
Ft. Pulaski, Georgia
Ft. Winthrop, Massachusetts
Ft. Morgan, Alabama
Ft. Point (Ft. San Jacuto), Texas
Tybee Island, Georgia

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87-C
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 87-D

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories
Frame

DATE: November 1900

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Jackson Barracks, Louisiana
Willet's Point (Ft. Totten), New York
Ft. Caswell, North Carolina
Ft. Hunt, Virginia

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87-D
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 87-E

PLAN TYPE: (Hospital Stewards' Quarters), single set
2 stories + cellar
Frame

DATE: March 1901

BASIC UNIT: P

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Chilroot Barracks

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87-E
PLAN No: 87-F

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: May 1903

BASIC UNIT: P

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Omaha, Nebraska
Ft. Ontario, New York
Ft. Wm. Henry Harrison, Montana

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87-F
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 87-G

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories
Frame

DATE: April 1906

BASIC UNIT: F

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Moultrie, South Carolina

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87-G
PLAN No:  87-H

PLAN TYPE:  Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set  
            2 stories + cellar  
            Brick

DATE:  March 1906

BASIC UNIT:  F

KNOWN LOCATIONS:  possibly Ft. Sam Houston, Texas

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE:  NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch  
                  RG 77- P.I. NM-19  E. 411- #87-H
PLAN No: 87-K

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: April 1906

BASIC UNIT: P

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Corrected July 1908 and September 1908.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #87-K
PLAN No: 87-N

PLAN TYPE: Non-commissioned Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories + cellar
Stucco on frame

DATE: October 1910

BASIC UNIT: P

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77-P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #87-N
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 90

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: April 1894/December 1896

BASIC UNIT: H

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Wm Henry Harrison, Montana
Ft. Logan A. Roots, Arkansas
Ft. McKinley, Maine
Ft. Columbus (Governors' Island), New York
Ft. Myer, Virginia
Ft. Thomas (Newport), Kentucky
Ft. Wayne, Michigan
Columbus Barracks, Ohio
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont
Spokane, Washington State
Plattsburg Barracks, New York

COMMENTS: possibly at Ft. Logan, Colorado.
The difference between the two sets is that the 1896 set has a rear porch and a larger front porch on each set of quarters.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #90
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 90-A

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: August 1897

BASIC UNIT: H

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #90-A
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 95

PLAN TYPE: Commanding Officer's Quarters
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: August 1894

BASIC UNIT: Q

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Plattsburg Barracks, New York
Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont
Ft. Omaha, Nebraska

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19   E. 411- #95
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 95-A

PLAN TYPE: Commanding Officer's Quarters
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: February/August 1897

BASIC UNIT: Q

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Ft. McKinley, Maine- as Officer's Qtrs
Ft. Myer, Virginia
Ft. Wm. Henry Harrison, Montana

COMMENTS: The quarters at Ft. Myer have been greatly altered.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #95-A
PLAN No: 95-B

PLAN TYPE: Commanding Officer's Quarters
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: April 1898

BASIC UNIT: Q

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Columbus (Governors Island), New York

COMMENTS: Plan like 95-A.
The quarters at Governors Island have been greatly altered.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #95-B
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 95-C

PLAN TYPE: Commanding Officer's Quarters
           3 stories + basement
           Brick

DATE: April 1905

BASIC UNIT: Q

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                 RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #95-C
PLAN No: 108

PLAN TYPE: Commanding Officer's Quarters
3 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: October 1896

BASIC UNIT: K

KNOWN LOCATIONS: possibly Ft. Hancock, New Jersey

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #108
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 109

PLAN TYPE: Captain's Quarters, single set
3 stories + cellar

DATE: August 1896

BASIC UNIT: K

KNOWN LOCATIONS: possibly Ft. Hancock, New Jersey

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #109
PLAN No: 110

PLAN TYPE: Lieutenant's Quarters, single set
3 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: August 1896

BASIC UNIT: K

KNOWN LOCATIONS: possibly Ft. Hancock, New Jersey

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #110
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 112

PLAN TYPE: Engineer's Quarters, single set
1 story
Frame

DATE: December 1896

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #112
PLAN No: 115

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + basement
Brick and wood

DATE: April 1897

BASIC UNIT: R

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Omaha, Nebraska
Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Ft. Porter, New York
Ft. Brady, Michigan
Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont

COMMENTS: Modified January 1898.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77-P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #115
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 115-A

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
          2 stories + basement
          Brick

DATE: March 1899

BASIC UNIT: K

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                 RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #115-A
PLAH No: 119

PLAH TYPE: Commanding Officer's Quarters
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: February 1898

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #119
PLAN No: 120

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
        2 stories + basement
        Brick and wood

DATE: February 1898

BASIC UNIT: J

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Logan A Roots, Arkansas
                 Ft. McKinley, Maine

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 120-A

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: March 1898

BASIC UNIT: J

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Mansfield (Ft. Greble ?), Rhode Island
   Ft. Stevens, Oregon
   Ft. Terry (Plumb Island) New York
   Ft. Williams, Maine
   Ft. Winthrop, Massachusetts
   Lawson, Seattle, Washington State

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
   RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120-A
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 120-B

PLAN TYPE: Unknown

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Morgan, Alabama
                 Ft. Stevens, Oregon
                 Ft. Point (Ft. San Jacuto), Texas
                 Tybee Island, Georgia
                 Ft. Flagler, Washington State
                 Ft. Hunt, Virginia

COMMENTS: Entry was penciled into index, E.411, but no drawings were found in the files. There were a number of references to it in other files at the National Archives.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120-B
PLAN No: 120-C

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: April 1899

BASIC UNIT: J

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Abraham Lincoln, North Dakota
Ft. Myer, Virginia
Ft. D.A. Russell, Wyoming
Ft. Ethan Allen, Vermont

COMMENTS: Plan is like 120-A.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77-P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120-C
PLAN No: 120-D

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: April 1903

BASIC UNIT: J

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Sheridan, Illinois
Ft. Meade, South Dakota
Ft. Michie, New York
Ft. Ontario, New York
Plattsburg Barracks, New York

COMMENTS: Specifications included in Appendix A.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #120-D
PLAN No: 120-E

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: May 1903

BASIC UNIT: E

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Plan is like 120-D.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120-E
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 120-F

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for two Lieutenants
          3 stories + basement
          Brick

DATE: April 1905

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Omaha, Nebraska

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120-F
PLAN No: 120-G

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Lieutenants
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: June 1905

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Plan is like 120-F.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120-G
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 120-H

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Lieutenants
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: June 1907

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Monroe, Virginia
Ft. Myer, Virginia

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #120-H
PLAN No: 120-K
PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Lieutenants
           3 stories + basement
           Frame
DATE: August 1907
BASIC UNIT: L
KNOWN LOCATIONS: --
COMMENTS: Plan is like 120-H.
DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                 RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #120-K
PLAN No: 125

PLAN TYPE: Officer's Quarters, single set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Drawings missing from files.
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 133

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
2 stories
Frame

DATE: Unknown

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Drawings missing from files.
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 135

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories
Frame

DATE: August 1899

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Casey, Washington State
Ft. Knox, Maine
Ft. Michie, New York
Ft. St. Philip, Louisiana
Ft. Washington, Maryland

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #135
PLAN No: 135-A

PLAN TYPE: Engineer's Quarters, single set
2 stories + cellar
Brick

DATE: January 1901

BASIC UNIT: --

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Knox, Maine

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #135-A
PLAN No: 136-A

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories
Frame

DATE: April 1900

BASIC UNIT: G

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Gaines, Alabama

COMMENTS.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #136-A
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 136-B

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, single set
          2 stories + cellar
          Frame

DATE: April 1900

BASIC UNIT: G

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                 RG 77- P.I. NM-19  E. 411- #136-B
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 142

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
            3 stories + basement
            Frame

DATE: September 1900

BASIC UNIT: G

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                 RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #142
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 142 rev

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: March 1901

BASIC UNIT: G

KNOWN LOCATIONS:

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #142 rev
PLAN No: 142-A

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, double set
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: April 1901

BASIC UNIT: G

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Abraham Lincoln, North Dakota
Ft. Myer, Virginia
Ft. Ontario, New York
Plattsburg Barracks, New York

COMMENTS: Plan is like 142 Rev but the rooms are slightly larger.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #142-A
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 142-B

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Captains
  3 stories + basement
  Brick

DATE: April 1905

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Omaha, Nebraska

COMMENTS: Corrected October 1905 and February 1906

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
  RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #142-B
QUARTERS FOR TWO CAPTAINS
142-B 3 of 5

Quarters for Two Captains
PLAN No: 142-C

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Captains
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: June 1905

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Plans corrected July 1906.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #142-C
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 142-D

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Captains
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: July 1907

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: Plans corrected April 1908
Plan is like 142-B but the building is slightly larger.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #142-D
PLAN No: 142-E

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Captains
3 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: September 1907

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS: No photos. Plan is like 142-B but the building is smaller. Elevation is like 142-C.

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #142-E
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 142-F

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Captains
3 stories + basement
Brick

DATE: November 1907

BASIC UNIT: G

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #142-F
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 142-G

PLAN TYPE: Quarters for Two Captains
3 stories + basement
Stone

DATE: April 1908

BASIC UNIT: L

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. Yellowstone, Wyoming

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: MARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. NH-19 E. 411- #142-G
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 143

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, single set
2 stories + basement
Frame

DATE: September 1900

BASIC UNIT: 0

KNOWN LOCATIONS: --

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
RG 77- P.I. MK-19 E. 411- 0143
SECOND PERIOD

PLAN No: 144

PLAN TYPE: Officers' Quarters, single set
         3 stories + basement
         Brick

DATE: April 1901

BASIC UNIT: G

KNOWN LOCATIONS: Ft. McKinley, Maine

COMMENTS:

DRAWING SOURCE: NARS - Cartographic & Architectural Branch
                RG 77- P.I. NM-19 E. 411- #144